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2average of the delity between the original state and the recovered state without using
any approximation, where the average is taken over the measurement outcome in the error
correction process. As a consequence we show that the average of the delity can be made
arbitrary close to 1 over a general memoryless channel by increasing the code length. This
fact has been proved only over specic classes of quantum channels [2, 3]. Our estimation is
restricted to the stabilizer quantum codes introduced in Refs. [5, 6, 7], which include almost
all good quantum codes discovered so far. It should be noted that the essential idea in our
analysis already appeared in Ref. [3, Sec. 7.4].
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we introduce notations used in this paper,
and review the stabilizer quantum codes and their error correction process. In Sec. III we




Let H be a Hilbert space. We denote by S(H) the set of density operators on H. For
a density operator  on H and a state vector j i 2 H, the delity [8, 9] between them is
dened by
F (j i; ) = h jj i:
It measures how close j i and  are.
In this paper we consider t-error correcting [[n; k]] binary quantum codes unless otherwise
stated. Let H
2
be the Hilbert space of dimension 2. Let   be a superoperator on H
2
, that is,




). We assume that the
channel is represented by  , which means that when we send a density operator  2 S(H
2
)
through the channel we get  () 2 S(H
2
) at the receiving end. The channel considered









We shall review the unitary representation of a superoperator [10]. A simplied proof can
be found in Ref. [11, Appendix]. Let   be a superoperator on a Hilbert space H. Then there
exist a Hilbert space H
E


















for all  2 S(H), where Tr
E
is the partial trace over H
E
. That is called a unitary represen-
tation of  .
B. Stabilizer quantum codes
In this subsection we review the method of quantum error correction proposed in Refs.
















3and E = fw
1














. The set E is a noncom-
mutative group with matrix multiplication as its group operation. Let S be a commutative




is dened as an eigenspace of S.
For M 2 E we dene MQ = fM j'i : j'i 2 Qg. The set MQ is also an eigenspace of S
for anyM 2 E. Moreover fMQ : M 2 Eg is equal to the set of eigenspaces of S. It follows
that every eigenspace of S has the same dimension. Let dimQ = 2
k
. Then there are 2
n k
eigenspaces of S. Let S
0
= fN 2 E : MN = NM for all M 2 Sg. It is known that
S
0
= fM 2 E : MQ = Qg: (2)
We shall describe the error correction procedure. Let H
env
be the Hilbert space repre-
senting the environment around the channel. Suppose that we send a pure state j'i 2 Q,




. Suppose also that we receive






















some eigenspace of S.

















. The weight ofM is dened to be ]fi : w
i
6= Ig,
and denoted by w(M). We dene the numbers d and d
0
by
d = minfw(M) : M 2 S
0
and M =2 Sg;
d
0
= minfw(M) : M 2 S
0
and M 6= Ig:
The number d is called the minimum distance of Q. The code Q is said to be pure if d = d
0
and impure if d > d
0
. We dene t = b(d   1)=2c.
There are many operators M 2 E such that MQ = Q
0
. Let M be an operator whose
weight is minimum among them. Note that if the weight of M is greater than b(d
0
  1)=2c
























If the number of errors  t, then j 
0











i = j'i. However, we do not make such assumption, and we shall














We shall use the following fact later.
Proposition 1 Let M
0
2 E be an operator such that M
0





) > t, where MS = fMN : N 2 Sg.
Proof. If w(M) > t then w(M
0
) > t by the denition of M . Suppose that w(M)  t and
w(M
0















contradicts to the denition of d.
III. LOWER BOUND FOR THE FIDELITY
In this section we consider the delity between the original state and recovered state. Let
  be the channel superoperator of H
2









of linear operators on H
2



























i be the initial state of H
E
.




k  1, where k  k denotes the norm of a
vector .
Proof. Let fj0i; j1ig be the orthonormal basis such that 
x
j0i = j1i, 
x












































































































i. Suppose that we send













as in Sec. II B.













) for an arbitrary xed
state j'i 2 Q under the assumption that the channel is memoryless. The superoperator of





= f0; 1g with the addition and the multiplication taken modulo
2. For ~a = (a
1




























Then a unitary representation of  

n





















































be an eigenspace of S. We shall consider the probability P
Q
0






































































































































































































































































). Next we shall calculate a








































i yields the original state j'i






































the delity does not decrease by unitary operations and taking partial trace [12]. We shall














































































































































































We shall calculate a lower bound for the average of 1   F
Q
0
, where the average is taken



























Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 1.
In the following calculation Q
0
























































































































































For a vector ~a = (a
1







































h(~a) = ]fi : a
i
6= 0g:
Observe that (~a)  p
h(~a)




























































































is a lower bound for the average of the delity between the original state and the state
recovered by a t-error correcting quantum code of length n.
Example 5 By Ref. [6, Table III] it is known that there exists a [[25; 5; 7]] code. We take it
as an example. Then we have t = 3. At p = 0:01, the value of Eq. (7) is 1  0:000132, and
at p = 0:001 the value of Eq. (7) is 1  0:127  10
 7
.
IV. CONSEQUENCES AND GENERALIZATIONS
7A. Error-free communication is asymptotically possible
In classical information transmission we can make the error probability arbitrary small
by increasing the code length. The same result also holds in the quantum case. Let  be a
real number such that 2p

< 1. Suppose that there exists a sequence of t
i
-error correcting






!  and n
i
! 1 as i! 1. The existence of
such a sequence is guaranteed by the quantum Varshamov-Gilbert bound [5, Theorem 2] in
certain range of .









































, which converges to 0 as n ! 1. Thus if we use the
sequence of quantum codes described above, we can make the average of delity arbitrary





) of the delity of quantum error correction.
B. General channel
The memoryless assumption is used only in Eq. (6). We can calculate a lower bound
for the average of the delity over an arbitrary channel as Eq. (5) by rewriting the unitary
















We can generalize the result to nonbinary stabilizer codes as follows. We consider q-
ary stabilizer codes. Let H
q
be the q-dimensional Hilbert space and j0i, . . . , jq   1i an
orthonormal basis of H
q
. Let  be a primitive q-th root of 1, for example, exp(2i=q). We
dene a linear map C
q
sending jii to ji+ 1 mod qi and D












when q = 2.
Let   be the channel superoperator on H
q































= f0, . . . , q   1g and L
i;j
is a linear operator on H
E
.













Then the lower bound Eq. (7) also holds for q-ary stabilizer codes.
D. Bounded distance decoding
In the error correction process described in Sec. II B we have to nd an operator M 2 E
such that w(M) is minimum among operators N 2 E such that NQ = Q
0
. The task of
nding such M from the measurement outcome becomes computationally diÆcult when
both the code length and the minimum distance are large [16]. In practice, we may give up
nding such M if there is no operator N of weight  t
0





integer  t. This is a quantum analogue of the classical bounded distance decoding [14]. We








be as in Sec. II B. If there is an operator N 2 E such that
NQ = Q
0
and w(N)  t
0
, then let M = N . Otherwise choose an operator M 2 E such that
MQ = Q
0







i. With this error correction process














The proof is almost the same as that of Eq. (7).
E. Nonstabilizer codes
It seems diÆcult to generalize the result in this paper to nonstabilizer codes. Because in
the error correction of nonstabilizer codes we cannot write j i as sum of eigenvectors of the
measured observable as in Eq. (3).
F. Entanglement delity
The entanglement delity introduced in Refs. [2, 11] should also be considered in some
applications, and we can estimate the entanglement delity from the delity by their relation
[2, Theorem V.3].
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